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Abstract

Neural continuum networks are an important aspect of the modeling of macroscopic parts

of the cortex. Two classes of such networks are considered: voltage- and activity-based.

In both cases our networks contain an arbitrary number, n, of interacting neuron popula-

tions. Spatial non-symmetric connectivity functions represent cortico-cortical, local, con-

nections, external inputs represent non-local connections. Sigmoidal nonlinearities model

the relationship between (average) membrane potential and activity. Departing from most

of the previous work in this area we do not assume the nonlinearity to be singular, i.e.,

represented by the discontinuous Heaviside function. Another important difference with

previous work is our relaxing of the assumption that the domain of definition where we

study these networks is infinite, i.e. equal to R or R
2. We explicitely consider the biolog-

ically more relevant case of a bounded subset Ω of R
q, q = 1, 2, 3, a better model of a

piece of cortex. The time behaviour of these networks is described by systems of integro-

differential equations. Using methods of functional analysis, we study the existence and

uniqueness of a stationary, i.e., time-independent, solution of these equations in the case

of a stationary input. These solutions can be seen as “persistent”, they are also sometimes

called “bumps”. We show that under very mild assumptions on the connectivity functions

and because we do not use the Heaviside function for the nonlinearities, such solutions al-

ways exist. We also give sufficient conditions on the connectivity functions for the solution

to be absolutely stable, that is to say independent of the initial state of the network. We

then study the sensitivity of the solution(s) to variations of such parameters as the connec-

tivity functions, the sigmoids, the external inputs, and, last but not least, the shape of the

domain of existence Ω of the neural continuum networks. These theoretical results are il-

lustrated and corroborated by a large number of numerical experiments in most of the cases

2 ≤ n ≤ 3, 2 ≤ q ≤ 3.
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1 Introduction

We analyze the ability of neuronal continuum networks to display localized per-

sistent activity or “bumps”. This type of activity is related for example to working

memory which involves the holding and processing of information on the time

scale of seconds. Experiments in primates have shown that there exist neurons in

the prefrontal cortex that have high firing rates during the period the animal is ”re-

membering” the spatial location of an event before using the information being

remembered [7], [19], [41]. Realistic models for this type of activity have involved

spatially extended networks of coupled neural elements or neural masses and the

study of spatially localized areas of high activity in these systems. A neuronal con-

tinuum network is first built from a “local” description of the dynamics of a number

of interacting neuron populations where the spatial structure of the connections is

neglected. This local description can be thought of as representing such a structure

as a cortical column [42], [43], [5]. We call it a neural mass [18]. Probably the most

well-known neural mass model is that of Jansen and Rit [32] based on the original

work of Lopes Da Silva and colleagues [38],

[39] and of Van Rotterdam and colleagues

[52]. A complete analysis of the bifurcation diagram of this model can be found in

[21]. The model has been used to simulate evoked potentials, i.e., EEG activities in

normal [31] and epileptic patients [54], [53]. In a similar vein, David and Friston

[10] have used an extension of this model to simulate a large variety of cerebral

rhythms (α, β, γ, δ, and γ) in MEG/EEG simulations. Another important class of

such models is the one introduced by Wilson and Cowan [56],

[30].

These local descriptions are then assembled spatially to form the neuronal contin-

uum network. This continuum network is meant to represent a macroscopic part

of the neocortex, e.g. a visual area such as V1. The spatial connections are models

of cortico-cortical connections. Other, non-local connections with, e.g., such visual

areas as the LGN or V2, are also considered. Other researchers have used several

interconnected neural masses to simulate epileptogenic zones [54], [53], [37] or

to study the connectivity between cortical areas [9]. In this paper we consider a

continuum of neural masses.

2 The models

We briefly discuss local and spatial models.

∗ Corresponding author.
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2.1 The local models

We consider n interacting populations of neurons such as those shown in figure 1.

The figure is inspired by the work of Alex Thomson [50] and Wolfgang Maass [26].

It shows six populations of neurons. Red indicates excitation, blue inhibition. The

thickness of the arrows pertain to the strength of the interaction. The six populations

are located in layers 2/3, 4 and 5 of the neo-cortex.

Fig. 1. A model with six interacting neural populations.

The following derivation follows closely that of Ermentrout [15]. We consider that

each neural population i is described by its average membrane potential Vi(t) or by

its average instantaneous firing rate νi(t), the relation between the two quantities

being of the form νi(t) = Si(Vi(t)) [20], [11], where Si is sigmoidal and smooth.

The functions Si, i = 1, · · · , n satisfy the following properties introduced in the

Definition 2.1 For all i = 1, · · · , n, |Si| ≤ Sim (boundedness). We note Sm =
maxi Sim. For all i = 1, · · · , n, the derivative S ′

i of Si is positive and bounded by

S ′
im > 0 (boundedness of the derivatives). We note DSm = maxi S

′
im and DSm the

diagonal matrix diag(S ′
im).

A typical example of a function Si is given in equation (15) below. Its shape is

shown in figure 2 for the values of the parameters θ = 0 and s = 0.5, 1, 10. We

have Sim = 1 and S ′
im = s. When s → ∞, S converges to the Heaviside function

H defined by

H(v) =











0 if v < 0

1 otherwise
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Fig. 2. Three examples of sigmoid functions for different values of the parameter s, see

text.

Neurons in population j are connected to neurons in population i. A single ac-

tion potential from neurons in population j is seen as a post-synaptic potential

PSPij(t − s) by neurons in population i, where s is the time of the spike hitting

the terminal and t the time after the spike. We neglect the delays due to the distance

travelled down the axon by the spikes.

Assuming that they sum linearly, the average membrane potential of population i
due to action potentials of population j is

Vi(t) =
∑

k

PSPij(t − tk),

where the sum is taken over the arrival times of the spikes produced by the neurons

in population j. The number of spikes arriving between t and t + dt is νj(t)dt.
Therefore we have

Vi(t) =
∑

j

∫ t

0
PSPij(t − s)νj(s) ds =

∑

j

∫ t

0
PSPij(t − s)Sj(Vj(s)) ds,

or, equivalently

νi(t) = Si





∑

j

∫ t

0
PSPij(t − s)νj(s) ds



 (1)

The PSPij can depend on several variables in order to account for adaptation,

learning, etc . . .
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There are two main simplifying assumptions that appear in the literature [15] and

produce two different models.

2.1.1 The voltage-based model

The assumption, [29], is that the post-synaptic potential has the same shape no

matter which presynaptic population caused it, the sign and amplitude may vary

though. This leads to the relation

PSPij(t) = wijPSPi(t).

If wij > 0 the population j excites population i whereas it inhibits it when wij < 0.

Finally, if we assume that PSPi(t) = Aie
−t/τiY (t), or equivalently that

τi
dPSPi(t)

dt
+ PSPi(t) = Aiδ(t), (2)

we end up with the following system of ordinary differential equations

τi
dVi(t)

dt
+ Vi(t) =

∑

j

wijSj(Vj(t)) + I i
ext(t), (3)

that describes the dynamic behaviour of a cortical column. We have incoporated

the constant Ai in the weights wij and added an external current Iext(t) to model

the non-local connections of population i. We introduce the n×n matrixes W such

that Wij = wij/τi, and the function S, R
n → R

n such that S(x) is the vector of

coordinates Si(xi), if x = (x1, · · · , xn). We rewrite (3) in vector form and obtain

the following system of n ordinary differential equations

V̇ = −LV + WS(V) + Iext, (4)

where L is the diagonal matrix L = diag(1/τi).

In terms of units, the left and righthand sides of this equations are in units of, say

mV×ms−1. Therefore Iext, despite its name, is not a current. Note that since S(V)
is an activity, its unit is ms−1 and hence W is in mV.

2.1.2 The activity-based model

The assumption is that the shape of a PSP depends only on the nature of the presy-

naptic cell, that is

PSPij(t) = wijPSPj(t).
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As above we suppose that PSPi(t) satisfies the differential equation (2) and define

the time-averaged firing rate to be

Aj(t) =
∫ t

0
PSPj(t − s)νj(s) ds.

A similar derivation yields the following set of n ordinary differential equations

τi
dAi(t)

dt
+ Ai(t) = Si





∑

j

wijAj(t) + I i
ext(t)



 i = 1, · · · , n.

We include the τis in the sigmoids Si and rewrite this in vector form

Ȧ = −LA + S(WA + Iext), (5)

The units are ms−2 for both sides of the equation. W is expressed in mV×ms and

Iext is in mV.

2.2 The continuum models

We now combine these local models to form a continuum of neural masses, e.g.,

in the case of a model of a significant part Ω of the cortex. We consider a subset Ω
of R

q, q = 1, 2, 3 which we assume to be connected and compact, i.e. closed and

bounded. This encompasses several cases of interest.

When q = 1 we deal with one-dimensional sets of neural masses. Even though this

appears to be of limited biological interest, this is one of the most widely studied

cases because of its relative mathematical simplicity and because of the insights

one can gain of the more realistic situations.

When q = 2 we discuss properties of two-dimensional sets of neural masses. This

is perhaps more interesting from a biological point of view since Ω can be viewed

as a piece of cortex where the third dimension, its thickness, is neglected. This

case has received by far less attention than the previous one, probably because of

the increased mathematical difficulty. Note that we could also take into account

the curvature of the cortical sheet at the cost of an increase in the mathematical

difficulty. This is outside the scope of this paper.

Finally q = 3 allows us to discuss properties of volumes of neural masses, e.g.

cortical sheets where their thickness is taken into account [33], [6].

The theoretical results that are presented in this paper are independent of the value

of q.

We note V(r, t) (respectively A(r, t)) the n-dimensional state vector at the point r

of the continuum and at time t. We introduce the n × n matrix function W(r, r′)
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which describes how the neural mass at point r′ influences that at point r at time

t. We call W the connectivity matrix function. In particular, W(r, r) = W, the

matrix that appears in equations (4) and (5). More precisely, Wij(r, r
′) describes

how population j at point r′ influences population i at point r at time t. Equation

(4) can now be extended to

Vt(r, t) = −LV(r, t) +
∫

Ω
W(r, r′)S(V(r′, t)) dr′ + Iext(r, t), (6)

and equation (5) to

At(r, t) = −LA(r, t) + S

(∫

Ω
W(r, r′)A(r′, t)) dr′ + Iext(r, t)

)

. (7)

It is important to discuss again the units of the quantities involved in these equa-

tions. For equation (6), as for equation (3) the unit is mV × ms−1 for both sides.

Because of the spatial integration, W is in mV × ms−1 × mm−q, q is the dimen-

sion of the continuum. To obtain a dimensionless equation we normalize, i.e. divide

both sides of the equation, by the Frobenius norm ‖W‖F of the connectivity ma-

trix function W (see appendix A.1 for a definition). Equivalently, we assume that

‖W‖F = 1.

We have given elsewhere [?], but see proposition 3.2 below for completeness, suf-

ficient conditions on W and Iext for equations (6) and (7) to be well-defined and

studied the existence and stability of their solutions for general and homogeneous

(i.e. independent of the space variable) external currents. In this article we ana-

lyze in detail the case of stationary external currents, i.e. independent of the time

variable, and investigate the existence and stability of the corresponding stationary

solutions of (6) and (7).

A significant amount of work has been devoted to this or closely related problems,

starting perhaps with the pioneering work of Wilson and Cowan

[56]. A fairly recent review of this work, and much more, can be found in a paper

by Coombes [8]. Amari [1] investigated the problem in the case n = q = 1 when

the sigmoid function is approximated by a Heaviside function and the connectivity

function has a “Mexican-hat shape”. He proved the existence of stable bumps in this

case. His work has been extended to different firing-rate and connectivity functions

[24], [35], [36], [47],

[23], [22].

The case n = 1, q = 2 has been considered by several authors including

[44], [45] for general firing-rate functions and Gaussian-like connectivity functions,

and [3] when the firing-rate functions are approximated by Heaviside functions.

Extending these analysis to two- or three-dimensional continuum is difficult be-

cause of the increase in the degrees of freedom in the choice of the connectivity

function. The case n = 2, q = 1 has been studied in [55], [4] when the firing-rate
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functions are approximated by Heaviside functions and the connectivity function is

circularly symmetric while the case n = 2, q = 2 is mentioned as difficult in [14].

In all these contributions, the proof of the existence of a bump solution is based

upon the original Amari’s argument [1] which works only when q = 1 and the

firing rate function is approximated by a Heaviside function. Solutions are usually

constructed using a variant of the method of the singular perturbation construction,

e.g., [45] which is usually fairly heavy. Sufficient conditions for their stability are

obtained by a linear stability analysis which in general requires the use of Heaviside

functions instead of sigmoids.

The approach that we describe in this paper is a significant departure from the

previous ones. By using simple ideas of functional analysis we are able to

(1) Prove the existence and uniqueness of a stationary solution to equations (6)

and (7) for any dimensions n and q, arbitrary connectivity functions and gen-

eral firing-rate functions.

(2) Obtain very simple conditions for the absolute stability of the solution in terms

of the spectrum of the differential of the nonlinear operator that appears in the

righthand side of equations (6) and (7).

(3) Construct a numerical approximation as accurate as needed of the solution,

when it exists, for any stationary input.

(4) Characterize the sensitivity of the solutions to variations of the parameters,

including the shape of the domain Ω.

To be complete, let us point out that equations of the type of (6) and (7) have

been studied in pure mathematics, see e.g.[28]. They are of the Hammerstein type

[27,51]. This type of equations has received some recent attention, see [2], and

progress have been made toward a better understanding of their solutions. Our con-

tributions are the articulation of the models of networks of neural masses with this

type of equation, the characterization of persistent activity in these networks as

fixed points of Hammerstein equations, the proof of the existence of solutions, the

characterization of their stability and the analysis of their sensitivity to variations

of the parameters involved in the equations.

3 Existence of stationary solutions

In this section we deal with the problem of the existence of stationary solutions to

(6) and (7) for a given stationary external current Iext.

As indicated in the previous section, we use functional analysis to solve this prob-

lem. Let F be the set L2
n(Ω) of square integrable functions from Ω to R

n. This is a
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Hilbert, hence a Banach, space for the usual inner product

〈V1, V2〉 =
∫

Ω
V1(r)

TV2(r) dr,

where V is the complex conjuguate of the vector V. This inner product induces

the norm ‖V‖2
F =

∑

i=1,··· ,n

∫

Ω |Vi(r)|
2 dr, see appendix A.1. F is the state space.

Another important space is L2
n×n(Ω×Ω)), the space of “square integrable n×n ma-

trices”, see appendix A.1 for a precise definition. We assume that the connectivity

matrix functions W(·, ·) are in this space, see propositions 3.1 and 3.2 below.

We also identify L2
n×n(Ω×Ω)) with L (F) (the space of continuous linear operators

on F) as follows. If W ∈ L2
n×n(Ω × Ω)) it defines a linear mapping

W : F −→ F such that

X → W · X =
∫

Ω W(., r′)X(r′)dr′

For example this allows us to write (6) and (7)

Vt = −LV + W · S (V) + Iext

At = −LA + S(W · A + Iext)

We first recall some results on the existence of a solution to (6) and (7) that will be

used in the sequel.

We denote by J a closed interval of the real line containing 0. A state vector X(r, t)
is a mapping X : J → F and equations (6) and (7) are formally recast as an initial

value problem:










X′(t) = f(t,X(t))

X(0) = X0

(8)

where X0 is an element of F and the function f from J × F is defined by the

righthand side of (6), in which case we call it fv, or (7), in which case we call it fa.

In other words, equations (6) and (7) become differential equations defined on the

Hilbert space F .

We need the following two propositions that we quote without proof [?].

Proposition 3.1 If the following two hypotheses are satisfied.

(1) The connectivity function W is in L2
n×n(Ω × Ω)) (see appendix A.1),

(2) At each time instant t ∈ J the external current I is in C(J;F), the set of

continuous functions from J to F ,
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then the mappings fv and fa are from J × F to F , continuous, and Lipschitz con-

tinuous with respect to their second argument, uniformly with respect to the first.

Proposition 3.2 If the following two hypotheses are satisfied

(1) The connectivity function W is in L2
n×n(Ω × Ω)),

(2) the external current Iext is in C(J;F), the set of continuous functions from J
to F ,

then for any function X0 in F there is a unique solution X, defined on R (and not

only on J) and continuously differentiable, of the abstract initial value problem (8)

for f = fv and f = fa.

This proposition says that, given the two hypotheses and the initial condition, there

exists a unique solution to (6) or (7) and that this solution is in C1(R;F), the set of

continuously differentiable functions from R to F .

We now turn our attention to a special type of solutions of (6) and (7), correspond-

ing to stationary external currents. We call these solutions, when they exist, station-

ary solutions. The currents Iext are simply in F .

A stationary solution of (6) or (7) is defined by

X = fL(X), (9)

where the function fL, F → F , is equal to fL
v defined by

fL
v (V)(r) =

∫

Ω
WL(r, r′)S(V(r′)) dr′ + IL

ext(r), (10)

or to fL
a defined by

fL
a (A)(r) = SL

(∫

Ω
W(r, r′)A(r′) dr′ + Iext(r)

)

, (11)

where WL = L−1W, SL = L−1S and IL
ext = L−1Iext.

We now recall the

Definition 3.3 A continuous mapping M : F → F (linear or nonlinear) is called

compact provided that for each bounded subset B of F , the set M(B) is relatively

compact, i.e. its closure is compact.

We then consider the nonlinear mapping gL
v : F → F

gL
v (V)(r) =

∫

Ω
WL(r, r′)S(V(r′)) dr′ (12)
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and the linear mappings ga and gL
a

ga(A)(r) =
∫

Ω
W(r, r′)A(r′) dr′, (13)

gL
a (A)(r) =

∫

Ω
WL(r, r′)A(r′) dr′. (14)

We have the following

Proposition 3.4 If W ∈ L2
n×n(Ω × Ω), gL

v and gL
a are compact operators of F .

Proof. We know from proposition 3.1 that gL
v is continuous and prove that for each

sequence {Vn}
∞
n=1 of F there exists a subsequence {Vnj

}∞j=1 such that gL
v (Vnj

) is

convergent in F .

Because of the definition 2.1 of S the sequence {An = S(Vn)}∞n=1 is bounded in

F by C = Sm

√

n|Ω| > 0. We prove that there exists a subsequence {Anj
}∞j=1 such

that {gL
a (Anj

) = gL
v (Vnj

)}∞j=1 converges in F .

Since Since F is separable, its unit ball is weakly compact and because {An}
∞
n=1 is

bounded there exists a a subsequence {Anj
}∞j=1 of {An}

∞
n=1 that converges weakly

in F toward A. Because of Fubini’s theorem, for almost all r ∈ Ω (noted a.s.) the

function r′ → W(r, r′) is in F . Therefore, a.s., Bnj
= gL

a (Anj
) → B.

Since ‖A‖F ≤ lim infj→∞ ‖Anj
‖F ≤ C, A is also bounded by C in F . It is easy

to show that ‖Bnj
− B‖2

F ≤ 2C‖W‖F and we can apply Lebesgue’s Dominated

Convergence Theorem to the sequence Bnj
(r) − B(r) and conclude that ‖Bnj

−
B‖F → 0, i.e., gL

v (Vnj
) is convergent in F .

A small variation of the proof shows that gL
a is compact.

From proposition 3.4 follows the

Proposition 3.5 Under the hypotheses of proposition 3.4, if Iext ∈ F , fL
v and fL

a ,

are compact operators of F .

Proof. The operators X → IL
ext and X → Iext are clearly compact under the hypoth-

esis Iext ∈ F , therefore fL
v is the sum of two compact operators, hence compact.

For the same reason ga + Iext is also compact and so is fL
a = SL(ga + Iext) because

SL is smooth and bounded.

We can now prove the

Theorem 3.6 If W ∈ L2
n×n(Ω×Ω) and Iext ∈ F , there exists a stationary solution

of (6) and (7).

Proof. A stationary solution of (6) (respectively of (7)) is a fixed point of fL
v (re-

spectively of fL
a ).
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Define the set Cv = {V ∈ F|V = λfL
v (V) for some 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}. Because of

lemma A.2 for all V ∈ Cv we have

‖V‖F ≤ λ(‖gL
v (V)‖F + ‖IL

ext‖F) ≤ λ(Sm

√

n|Ω|‖WL‖F + ‖IL
ext‖F),

hence Cv is bounded.

Similarly define the set Ca = {A ∈ F|A = λfL
a (A) for some 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}.

Because of lemma A.2 for all A ∈ Ca we have ‖A‖F ≤ λSm

√

n|Ω|, hence Ca is

bounded.

The conclusion follows from Schaefer’s fixed point theorem [16].

4 Stability of the stationary solutions

In this section we give a sufficient condition on the connectivity matrix W to guar-

antee the stability of the stationary solutions to (6) and (7).

4.1 The voltage-based model

We define the “corrected maximal” connectivity function Wcm(r, r′) by Wcm =
WDSm, where DSm is defined in definition 2.1. We also define the corresponding

linear operator hm : F → F

hm(V)(r) =
∫

Ω
Wcm(r, r′)V(r′) dr′

which is compact according to proposition 3.4. Its adjoint, noted h∗
m is defined 1 by

h∗
m(V)(r) =

∫

Ω
WT

cm(r′, r)V(r′) dr′,

and is also compact. Hence the symmetric part hs
m = 1

2
(hm + h∗

m), the sum of

two compact operators, is also compact. Furthermore we have 〈V, hm(V)〉 =
〈V, hs

m(V)〉, as can be easily verified. It is also self-adjoint since, clearly, hs
m = hs∗

m .

We recall the following property of the spectrum of a compact self-adjoint operator

in a Hilbert space (see, e.g., [13]).

Proposition 4.1 The spectrum of a compact, self-adjoint operator of a Hilbert

space is countable and real. Each nonzero spectral value is an eigenvalue and the

dimension of the corresponding eigenspace is finite.

1 By definition, 〈V1, hm(V2)〉 = 〈h∗
m(V1),V2〉, for all elements V1, V2 of F .
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We have the following

Theorem 4.2 A sufficient condition for the stability of a stationary solution to (6)

is that all the eigenvalues of the linear compact, self-adjoint, operator hL, s
m be less

than 1, where hL, s
m is defined by

hL, s
m (x)(r) =

1

2

∫

Ω
L−1/2(WT

cm(r′, r) + Wcm(r, r′))L−1/2 x(r′) dr′ ∀x ∈ F ,

where hL, s
m is the symmetric part of the linear compact operator hL

m : F → F:

hL
m(x)(r) =

∫

Ω
L−1/2Wcm(r, r′)L−1/2 x(r′) dr′

Proof. The proof of this theorem is a generalization to the continuum case of a

result obtained by Matsuoka [40].

Let us note S the function (DSm)−1S and rewrite equation (6) for an homogeneous

input Iext as follows

Vt(r, t) = −LV(r, t) +
∫

Ω
Wcm(r, r′)S(V(r′, t) dr′ + Iext(r).

Let U be a stationary solution of (6). Let also V be the unique solution of the same

equation with initial some condition V(0) = V0 ∈ F , see proposition 3.2. We

introduce the new function X = V − U which satisfies

Xt(r, t) = −LX(r, t)+
∫

Ω
Wcm(r, r′)Θ(X(r′, t)) dr′ = −LX(r, t)+hm(Θ(X))(r, t)

where the vector Θ(X) is given by Θ(X(r, t)) = S(V(r, t))−S(U(r)) = S(X(r, t)+
U(r)) − S(U(r)). Consider now the functional

∆(X) =
∫

Ω

(

n
∑

i=1

∫ Xi(r,t)

0
Θi(z) dz

)

dr.

We note that

z ≤ Θi(z) < 0 for z < 0 and 0 < Θi(z) ≤ z for z > 0, Θi(0) = 0, i = 1, · · · , n.

This is because (Taylor expansion with integral remainder):

Θi(z) = Si(z + Ui) − Si(Ui) = z
∫ 1

0
S ′

i(Ui + ζz) dζ,

and 0 < S ′
i ≤ 1 by construction of the vector S. This implies that the functional

∆(X) is strictly positive for all X ∈ F 6= 0 and ∆(0) = 0. It also implies, and this

is used in the sequel, that zΘi(z) ≥ Θi(z)2.
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The time derivative of ∆ is readily obtained:

d∆(X)

dt
=
∫

Ω
ΘT (X(r, t))Xt(r, t)) dr = 〈Θ(X), Xt 〉

We replace Xt(r, t)) by its value in this expression to obtain

d∆(X)

dt
= −〈Θ(X), LX 〉 + 〈Θ(X), hm(Θ(X)) 〉

Because of a previous remark we have

XT (r, t))LΘ(X(r, t)) ≥ ΘT (X(r, t))LΘ(X(r, t)),

and this provides up with an upper bound for
d∆(X)

dt
:

d∆(X)

dt
≤ 〈Θ(X), (−L + hs

m).Θ(X) 〉 =
〈

L1/2Θ(X), (−Id + hL, s
m )L1/2Θ(X)

〉

,

and the conclusion follows.

Note that we have the following

Corollary 4.3 If the condition of theorem 4.2 is satisfied, the homogeneous solu-

tion of (6) is unique.

Proof. Indeed, the result of theorem 4.2 is independent of the particular stationary

solution U that is chosen in the proof.

4.2 The activity-based model

We now give a sufficient condition for the stability of a solution to (7). We define

the “maximal corrected” connectivity matrix function Wmc = DSmW and the

linear compact operator km from F to F

km(x)(r) =
∫

Ω
Wmc(r, r

′)x(r′) dr′.

Theorem 4.4 A sufficient condition for the stability of a solution to (7) is that all

the eigenvalues of the linear compact operator kL
m be of magnitude less than 1,

where kL
m is defined by

kL
m(x)(r) =

∫

Ω
L−1/2Wmc(r, r

′)L−1/2x(r′) dr′ ∀x ∈ F

Proof. Let U be a stationary solution of (7) for a stationary external current Iext(r).
As in the proof of theorem 4.2 we introduce the new function X = V−U, where V
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is the unique solution of the same equation with initial conditions V(0) = V0 ∈ F ,

an element of C(J,F). We have

Xt(r, t) = −LX(r, t)+

S

(∫

Ω
W(r, r′)V(r′, t) dr′ + Iext(r)

)

− S

(∫

Ω
W(r, r′)U(r′) dr′ + Iext(r)

)

Using a first-order Taylor expansion with integral remainder this equation can be

rewritten as

Xt(r, t) = −LX(r, t)+




∫ 1

0
DS

( ∫

Ω
W(r, r′)U(r′) dr′ + Iext(r) + ζ

∫

Ω
W(r, r′)X(r′, t) dr′

)

dζ





(∫

Ω
W(r, r′)X(r′, t) dr′

)

Consider now the functional ∆(X) = 1
2
‖X‖2

F . Its time derivative is:

d∆(X)

dt
= 〈X, Xt 〉

We replace Xt(r, t)) by its value in this expression to obtain

d∆(X)

dt
= −〈X, LX 〉 + 〈X, σm(X)km(X) 〉 ,

where the nonlinear operator σm is defined by

σm(X)(r, t) =
∫ 1

0
DS

( ∫

Ω
W(r, r′)U(r) dr′+ζ

∫

Ω
W(r, r′)X(r′, t) dr′

)

DS−1
m dζ,

a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are between 0 and 1. We rewrite
d∆(X)

dt

in a slightly different manner, introducing the operator kL
m

d∆(X)

dt
= −

〈

L1/2X, L1/2X
〉

+
〈

σm(X)L1/2X, kL
m(L1/2X)

〉

,

From the Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality and the property of σm(X) we obtain

∣

∣

∣

〈

σm(X)Y, kL
m(Y)

〉∣

∣

∣ ≤ ‖σm(X)Y‖F ‖kL
m(Y)‖F ≤ ‖Y‖F ‖kL

m(Y)‖F Y = L1/2X

A sufficient condition for
d∆(X)

dt
to be negative is therefore that ‖kL

m(Y)‖F < ‖Y‖F
for all Y.
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5 Numerical experiments

In this section and the next we investigate the question of effectively, i.e. numeri-

cally, computing stationary solutions of (6) which is equivalent to computing solu-

tions of (9). Similar results are obtained for (7).

In all our numerical experiments, we assume the sigmoidal functions Si, i = 1, · · · , n
introduced in the definition 2.1 to be of the form

Si(v) =
1

1 + e−si(v−θi)
. (15)

This function is symmetric with respect to the ”threshold” potential θi, see section

6.1.3, and varies between 0 and 1. The positive parameter si controls the slope of

the ith sigmoid at v = θi, see section 6.1.4 and figure 2.

5.1 Algorithm

We now explain how to compute a fixed point Vf of equation (10) in which we

drop for simplicity the upper index L and the lower index ext:

Vf = W · S(Vf ) + I (16)

The method is iterative and based on Banach’s fixed point theorem [16]:

Theorem 5.1 Let X be Banach space and M : X → X a nonlinear mapping such

that

∀x, y ∈ X, ‖M(x) − M(y)‖ ≤ q ‖x − y‖ , 0 < q < 1

Such a mapping is said contracting. M has a unique fixed point xf and for all

x0 ∈ X and xp+1 = M(xp) then (xp) converges geometrically to xf .

Note that this method only allows to compute the solution of (9) when it admits a

unique solution and f is contracting. However it could admit more than one solution

(recall it always has a solution, see theorem 3.6) or f could be non-contracting.

Another method has to be found in these cases.

In our case : X = F = L2
n(Ω) where Ω is an open bounded set of R

n and M = fv.

According to lemmas A.2 and A.1, if DSm ‖W‖F < 1, fv is contracting.

Each element of the sequence Vp, p ≥ 0 is approximated by a piecewise constant

function Vp, h, where h is the step of the approximation, defined by a finite number

of points rh,j ∈ Ω, 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌊ 1
h
⌋. In order to avoid difficulties because Vp, h ∈

L2
n(Ω), hence defined almost everywhere, we assume that W and I are smooth.

It is not a restriction because every function of L2
n(Ω) can be approximated by a
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smooth function. As the bump solution is smooth as soon as W, I are smooth, we

can use the multidimensional Gaussian quadrature formula [46], [49] with N points

(in the examples below, usually N = 20) on each axis. In order to interpolate the

values of the bump from a finite (and small) number of its values Vn(rh,j,Gauss), we

use Nyström’s method [28, Section: Fredholm equation, numerical methods] stated

as follows:

Vp(r) =
∑

j

gjWp(r, rp,j,Gauss)S(Vp(rp,j,Gauss)) + I(r)

where the gjs are the weights of the Gaussian quadrature method and the points

rp,j,Gauss are chosen according to the Gauss quadrature formula. It is to be noted

that the choice of a particular quadrature formula can make a huge difference in

accuracy and computing time, see appendix A.2.

Having chosen the type of quadrature we solve with Banach’s theorem:

V
f
h = Wh · S(Vf

h) + Ih, (17)

i.e., we compute the fixed point at the level of approximation defined by h.

The following theorem ensures that limh→0 V
f
h = Vf :

Theorem 5.2 Assume that limh→0 Wh = W in L2
n×n(Ω×Ω), then max1≤j≤⌊ 1

h
⌋ |Vh(rh,j)−

Vf (rh,j)| = O(ah)
h
→ 0 with ah = ‖W − Wh‖F

Proof. The proof is an adaptation of [34, Theorem 19.5].

5.2 Examples of bumps

We show four examples of the application of the previous numerical method to the

computation of bumps for various values of n and q.

There are n populations (V = [V1, · · · , Vn]T , W ∈ L2
n×n(Ω×Ω)), some excitatory

and some inhibitory. Ω = [−1, 1]q. We characterize in section 6.2 how the shape of

Ω influences that of the bumps. The connectivity matrix is of the form

Wij(r, r′) = αij exp
(

−
1

2
〈r − r′,Tij (r − r′)〉

)

, (18)

with Tij ∈ Mq×q is a q × q symmetric positive definite matrix. The weights

αij, i, j = 1, · · · , n form an element α of Mn×n and T =







T11 T12

T21 T22





 is an

element of Mnq×nq. The weights α are chosen so that DSm‖W‖F < 1. The sign
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of αij , i 6= j, indicates whether population j excites or inhibits population i. The

bumps are computed using the algorithm described in the previous section.

First example: n = 2, q = 2, constant current

Figure 3 shows an example of a bump for the following values of the parameters:

α =







0.2 −0.1

0.1 −0.2





 I = [−0.3, 0]T T =





















40 0 12 0

0 40 0 12

8 0 20 0

0 8 0 20





















There is one excitatory and one inhibitory population of neural masses.

Fig. 3. Example of a two-population, two-dimensional bump with constant external currents

(see text).

Second example: n = 2, q = 2, non constant current

Figure 4 shows a different example where the external current I is still equal to

0 for its second coordinate and is not constant but equal to its previous value,

−0.3 to which we have added a circularly symmetric 2D Gaussian centered at

the point of coordinates (0.5, 0, 5) of the square Ω with standard deviation 0.18
and maximum value 0.2. It is interesting to see how the shape of the previous

bump is perturbed. The matrix α is the same as in the first example. The matrix

T is equal to

T =





















5 0 1 0

0 5 0 1

16 0 40 0

0 16 0 40





















,

corresponding to a spatially broader interaction for the first population and nar-

rower for the second.
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Fig. 4. Example of a two-population, two-dimensional bump with Gaussian shaped external

current (see text).

Third example: n = 3, q = 2, constant current

Figure 5 shows an example of a bump for three neural populations, two excita-

tory and one inhibitory, in two dimensions. We use the following values of the

parameters:

α =















.442 1.12 −0.875

0 0.1870 −0.0850

0.128 0.703 −0.7750















T

I = [0, 0]T T =



































40 0 12 0 12 0

0 40 0 12 0 12

8 0 20 0 9 0

0 8 0 20 0 9

40 0 12 0 12 0

0 40 0 12 0 12



































Fig. 5. Example of a three-population, two-dimensional bump (see text).
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Fourth example: n = 2, q = 3, constant current We show an example of a 3-

dimensional bump for two populations of neural masses. The parameters are:

α =







0.2 −0.1

0.1 −0.2





 I = [0, 0]T T =







40 Id3 12 Id3

8 Id3 20 Id3





 ,

where Id3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.

Fig. 6. Example of a two-population, three-dimensional bump, isosurfaces are shown.

Transparencies increases linearly from red to blue.

6 Sensitivity of the bump to variations of the parameters

In this section we characterize how the solutions of (9) vary with the parameters

that appear in the equation. These parameters are of two types: first we have a

finite number of real parameters such as the external currents, the weights in the

connectivity matrix W, or the parameters of the sigmoids, and, second, the shape

of the domain Ω, a potentially infinite-dimensional parameter.

We focus on the voltage-based model, the analysis in the activity-based case is very

similar. We start with a set of general considerations in the finite dimensional case

which we then apply to the various cases. We then tackle the more difficult case of

the dependency with respect to the shape of Ω.

As fv is a smooth function of the parameters (I, α, S. . . ), one can show (by extend-

ing Banach’s theorem) that the fixed point Vf inherits the smoothness of fv.
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6.1 The finite dimensional parameters

We introduce the linear operator 2 W · DS(Vf ) : F → F such that

W · DS(Vf ) · V(r) =
∫

Ω
W(r, r′)DS(Vf (r′))V(r′) dr′ ∀V ∈ F

We have the following

Proposition 6.1 The derivative ∂λV
f of the fixed point Vf with respect to the

generic parameter λ satisfies the equation

(Id − W · DS(Vf )) · ∂λV
f = b(λ,Vf ), (19)

where b(λ,Vf ) = (∂λW) · S(Vf ) + W · (∂λS(Vf )) + ∂λI.

Proof. Taking the derivative of both sides of (16) with respect to λ, we have:

∂λV
f = W · DS(Vf ) · ∂λV

f + (∂λW) · S(Vf ) + W · (∂λS(Vf )) + ∂λI,

hence we obtain equation (19).

Note that ∂λS(Vf ) is the partial derivative of the vector S with respect to the scalar

parameter λ evaluated at V = Vf .

Because of the assumption DSm‖W‖F < 1 the linear operator J = Id − W ·
DS(Vf ) is invertible with

J−1 =
∞
∑

p=0

(

W · DS(Vf )
)p

,

and the series is convergent.

∂λV
f is thus obtained from the following formula

∂λV
f = J−1b(λ,Vf ),

the righthand side being computed by











x0 = b(λ,Vf )

xp+1 = x0 + W · DS(Vf ) · xp p ≥ 0

We now apply proposition 6.1 to the study of the sensitivity of the bump to the

variations of the parameters.

2
W · DS(Vf ) is the Frechet derivative of the operator fv at the point Vf of F .
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6.1.1 Sensitivity of the bump to the exterior current

When λ = I1, we find:

∂I1V
f = J−1







1

0





 ≥







0

0







This inequality is to be understood component by component. It predicts the influ-

ence of I1 on Vf . For example, with the parameters α and T used in figure 3 but

with an external current equal to 0, we obtain the bump shown in figure 7 (top) with

the derivatives shown at the bottom of the same figure. We also show in figure 8

of V1 and V2 along the diagonal and the x-axis for different values of I1 close to 0.

The reader can verify that the values increase with I1, as predicted.

Fig. 7. A bump corresponding to the following parameters α and T are the same as in

figure 3, I = [0 0]T (top). Derivative of the bump with respect to the first coordinate, I1, of

the exterior current (bottom). We verify that it is positive (see text).

6.1.2 Sensitivity of the bump to the weights α

For λ = αij , one finds:

J · ∂αij
Vf = ∂αij

W · DS(Vf )

We then have
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Fig. 8. Cross sections of V1 (left) and V2 (right) for I1 = −0.001 (green), I1 = 0 (black)

and I1 = 0.001 (blue). I2 = 0 in all three cases. To increase the readibility of the results

we have applied an offset of 0.001 and 0.002 to the black and blue curves on the righthand

side of the figure, respectively.

λ = a : We find

∂aV
f (r) = J−1 ·







exp
(

−1
2
〈r − ·, T11 (r − ·)〉

)

0

0 0





 · DS(Vf ) =

J−1 ·







exp
(

−1
2
〈r − ·,T11 (r − ·)〉S

′

1(V
f
1 (·))

)

0





 ≥







0

0







The fixed point is an increasing function of the excitatory parameter a.

λ = b : We find

∂bV
f (r) = J−1 ·







0 − exp
(

−1
2
〈r − ·,T12 (r − ·)〉

)

0 0





 · DS(Vf ) =

J−1 ·







− exp
(

−1
2
〈r − ·,T12 (r − ·)〉

)

S
′

2(V
f
2 (·))

0





 ≤







0

0







The fixed point is a decreasing function of the inhibitory parameter b, see figure

9.

The other cases are similar.

6.1.3 Sensitivity of the bump to the thresholds

When λ = θi, i = 1, 2 we have from the definition (15) of S and with the notations

of proposition 6.1:

b(λ, Vf ) = −W · DS(Vf ) · ei, i = 1, 2,
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Fig. 9. Cross sections of V1 (left) and V2 (right) for b = −0.101 (green), b = −0.1 (black)

and b = −0.099 (blue). To increase the readibility of the results we have applied an offset

of 0.001 and +0.002 to all black and blue curves, respectively.

where e1 = [1, 0]T , e2 = [0, 1]T . We show in figure 10 some cross sections of the

bump Vf obtained for the same values of the parameters as in figure 3 and three

values of the threshold vector.

Fig. 10. Cross sections of V1 (left) and V2 (right) for θ = −0.101[1, 1]T (green), θ = 0
(black) and θ = 0.1[1, 1]T (blue). To increase the readibility of the results we have applied

an offset of 0.001 and +0.002 to all black and blue curves, respectively.

6.1.4 Sensitivity of the bump to the slope of the sigmoid

When λ = si, i = 1, 2 we have from the definition (15) of S and with the notations

of proposition 6.1:

b(λ, Vf ) = W · DS(Vf ) · s
(

Vf − θ

)

,

where the matrix s is given by

s =







1
s1

0

0 1
s2
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Figure 11 shows the two coordinates ∂sV
f
1 and ∂sV

f
2 for s1 = s2 = s of the

derivative of the bump Vf at s = 1 obtained for the same values of the other

parameters as in figure 3, except the intensity which is equal to 0.

Fig. 11. Plot of the derivative with respect to the slope of the sigmoids of the the bump

obtained with the same parameters α, I and T as in figure 3.

6.2 Sensitivity of the bump to variations of the shape of the domain Ω

We expect the bump to be somewhat dependent on the shape of Ω. It would nonethe-

less be desirable that this dependency would not be too strong for the modeling

described in this paper to have some biological relevance. Indeed, if the bumps are

metaphores of persistent states, we expect them to be relatively robust to the actual

shape of the cortical part being modeled. For example if we take Ω to be a repre-

sentation of the primary visual cortex V 1 whose shape varies from individual to

individual it would come as a surprise if the shape of a bump induced by the same

spatially constant stimulus would be drastically different.

Technically, in order to study the dependence of Vf with respect to Ω we need to

assume that Ω is smooth, i.e. its border ∂Ω is a smooth curve (q = 2) or surface

(q = 3) unlike the previous examples where Ω was the square [−1, 1]2. But even a

difficulty arises from the fact that the set of regular domains is not a vector space,

hence the derivative of a function (the bump) with respect to a domain has to be

defined with some care. The necessary background is found in appendix A.3.

We make explicit the fact that the connectivity function W has been normalized to

satisfy ‖W‖F = 1 by writing W(r, r′, Ω) where, with some abuse of notation

W(r, r′, Ω) = W(r, r′)/J(Ω) with J(Ω) =

√

∫

Ω×Ω
‖W(r, r′)‖2

F dr dr′
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Theorem 6.2 Let us assume that Ω is a smooth bounded domain of R
q. If W is in

W
1,2
n×n(Ω × Ω), Iext is in W1,2

n (Ω) (see appendix A.1 for a definition) the material

derivative (see appendix A.3 for a definition) Vf
m(r, Ω) of the bump Vf satisfies

the following equation:

Vf
m(r, Ω,X) =

∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)DS

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

Vf
m(r′, Ω,X) dr′ (20)

+
∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

divX(r′)dr′ (21)

+
∫

Ω
D1W(r, r′, Ω)X(r)S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′ (22)

+
∫

Ω
D2W(r, r′, Ω)X(r′)S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′ (23)

−
〈J ′(Ω), X〉

J(Ω)

(

Vf (r, Ω) − Iext(r)
)

+ DIext(r) · X(r) (24)

where Di, i = 1, 2 indicates the derivative with respect to the ith variable and

〈J ′(Ω), X〉 is the Gâteaux derivative of J(Ω) with respect to the vector field X:

〈J ′(Ω), X〉 = lim
τ→0

J(Ω(τ)) − J(Ω)

τ
,

where X is defined in the proof below. We have

〈J ′(Ω), X〉 =
1

2J(Ω)

( ∫

Ω×∂Ω
‖W(r, r′, Ω)‖2

F 〈X(r′), N(r′)〉 dr da(r′)+

∫

∂Ω×Ω
‖W(r, r′, Ω)‖2

F 〈X(r′), N(r′)〉 da(r) dr′
)

,

where da is the surface element on the smooth boundary ∂Ω of Ω, and N its unit

inward normal vector.

Proof. The proof uses ideas that are developed in [12],

[48], see also the appendix A.3. We want to compute :

Vf
m(r, Ω, X) = lim

τ→0

Vf (r(τ), Ω(τ)) − Vf (r, Ω)

τ

from equation (9). As far as the computation of the derivative is concerned only

small deformations are relevant and we consider the first order Taylor expansion of

the transformation T :

T (τ, r) = T (0, r) + τ
∂T

∂τ
(0, r) = r + τX(r)
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We define:

∆ ≡
1

τ

( ∫

Ω(τ)
W(r(τ), r′, Ω(τ))S(Vf (r′, Ω(τ)))dr′

−
∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)S(Vf (r′, Ω)) dr′

+ Iext(r + τX(r)) − Iext(r)
)

In the first integral, we make the change of variable r′ → r′ + τX and obtain:

1

τ

∫

Ω
W(r+τX(r), r′+τX(r′), Ω+τX)S(Vf (r′+τX(r′), Ω+τX))|detJτ (r

′)|dr′

We have :

detJτ (r
′) = 1 + τdiv(X(r′)) + o(τ).

Hence for τ sufficiently small detJτ > 0. Moreover:

lim
τ→0

detJτ = 1 lim
τ→0

detJτ (r
′) − 1

τ
= div(X(r′)),

and

W(r + τX(r), r′ + τX(r′), Ω + τX) =

W(r, r′) + τD1W(r, r′)X(r) + τD2W(r, r′)X(r′)

− τ
〈J ′(Ω), X〉

J(Ω)
W(r, r′, Ω) + o(τ),

where Di, i = 1, 2 indicates the derivative with respect to the ith argument. Thus

we have:

τ∆ =
∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)

(

S(Vf (r′ + τX(r′), Ω + τX)) − S(Vf (r′, Ω))
)

detJτ (r
′)dr′

+
∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)S(Vf (r′, Ω))

(

detJτ (r
′) − 1

)

dr′

+ τ
{ ∫

Ω
D1W(r, r′, Ω)X(r)S(Vf (r′ + τX(r′), Ω + τX))detJτ (r

′)dr′

+
∫

Ω
D2W(r, r′, Ω)X(r′)S(Vf (r′ + τX(r′), Ω + τX))detJτ (r

′)dr′

−
〈J ′(Ω), X〉

J(Ω)

∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)S(Vf (r′ + τX(r′), Ω + τX))detJτ (r

′)dr′

+ DIext(r) · X(r)
}

Because

lim
τ→0

S(Vf (r′ + τX(r′), Ω + τX)) − S(Vf (r′, Ω))

τ
= DS(Vf (r′, Ω))Vf

m(r′, Ω,X),
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and
∫

Ω W(r, r′, Ω)S
(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′ = Vf (r, Ω) − Iext(r), we obtain equation

(20). The value of 〈J ′(Ω), X〉 is obtained from corollary A.8.

Equation (20) is of the same form as before:

(J · Vf
m)(r, Ω,X) =

∫

Ω
W(r, r′, Ω)S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

divX(r′)dr′

+
∫

Ω
D1W(r, r′, Ω)X(r)S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′

+
∫

Ω
D2W(r, r′, Ω)X(r′)S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′

−
〈J ′(Ω), X〉

J(Ω)
(Vf (r, Ω) − Iext(r))

This result tells us that the shape of the bump varies smoothly with respect to the

shape of the domain Ω.

6.2.1 Numerical application for the domain derivatives

We show in figure 12 the bump Vf for Ω equal to the unit disc D(0, 1) and in figure

13 the one for Ω equal to the ellipse 3 Ellipse(1.2, 1) of equation
r2

1

a2 + r2
2 − 1 = 0.

The values of the weight parameters α are the same as in figure 3 and I = [0, 0]T .

The matrix T is equal to

T =





















40 0 10 0

0 10 0 12

12 0 40 0

0 40 0 40





















Note that because the diagonal elements are not equal for T11, T12 and T13, W is

not circularly symmetric and so is the bump in figure 12 despite the fact that Ω is

circularly symmetric.

Finally we show in figure 14 the two coordinates of the shape (material) derivative

of the first bump in the direction of the field X corresponding to the transformation

T (τ, r) = r + τ







(a − 1)r1

0







T (1) transforms the disc D(0, 1) into the ellipse Ellipse(a, 1), X(r) = [(a −
1)r1, 0]T .

3 Ellipse(a, b) represents the ellipse lying along the first axis of coordinates with semi-

major axis a and semiminor axis b.
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Thus divX = (a − 1) and, because of (18):

(J · Vf
m)(r, Ω,X) =

(

a − 1 −
〈J ′(Ω), X〉

J(Ω)

)(

Vf − I

)

+

∫

Ω
D1W(r, r′, Ω)

(

X(r) − X(r′)
)

S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′,

and

〈J ′(Ω), X〉 =

∫

Ω×∂Ω ‖W(r, r′, Ω)‖2
F 〈X(r′), N(r′)〉 dr da(r′)

J(Ω)

As the Gaussian quadrature formula holds for a rectangular domain, we use polar

coordinates to map the disk (or the ellipse) to a square. For our numerical study we

can simplify these expressions (the matrixes Tij are symmetric) :

[ ∫

Ω
D1W(r, r′, Ω)

(

X(r) − X(r′)
)

S

(

Vf (r′, Ω)
)

dr′
]

i
=

∑

j

∫

Ω

(

r−r′
)T

Tij

(

X(r)−X(r′)
)

Wij(r, r
′, Ω)Sj

(

V f
j (r′, Ω)

)

dr′ i = 1, · · · , n

Thus we can use a simple modification of the algorithm that computes W · S(V)
to obtain the previous expression.

J(Ω) and 〈J ′(Ω), X〉 are computed with a Gauss quadrature formula. For a circle

in polar coordinates N(r′) = r′.

Let us be a bit more precise. In the case showed in figure 12, we choose I =
0. Using Banach’s theorem we compute V

f
Gauss for N = 30 and use Nyström’s

interpolation to compute V
f
Nys for n = 100 (for example) points on each axis.

Then, using V
f
Gauss, we compute V

f
m,Gauss for N points. But the equation for Vf

m

reads:

Vf
m = W.DS(Vf ).Vf

m + 〈J ′(Ω), X〉

Having computed a Nyström interpolation of n points for Vf
m = W.DS(Vf ).Vf

m+
〈J ′(Ω), X〉, we again use a Nyström interpolation with the last equation to compute

V
f
m,Nystrom for n points on each axis.

We used this numerical method in every previous example related to the computa-

tion of derivatives.
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Fig. 12. The unit disk and its bump V
f .

Fig. 13. Bump associated to the ellipse with major axis along the r1 coordinate and the

minor axis along the r2 coordinate. The ratio of the axes length is a = 1.2, see text.

7 Conclusion and perspectives

We have studied two classes (voltage- and activity-based) of neural continuum net-

works in the context of modeling macroscopic parts of the cortex. In both cases we

have assumed an arbitrary number of interacting neuron populations, either excita-

tory or inhibitory. These populations are spatially related by non-symmetric con-

nectivity functions representing cortico-cortical, local, connections. External inputs

are also present in our models to represent non-local connections, e.g., with other

cortical areas. The relationship between (average) membrane potential and activity
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Fig. 14. The shape derivative V
f
m for a = 1.2.

is described by nondegenerate sigmoidal nonlinearities, i.e., not by Heaviside func-

tions which have often been considered instead in the literature because of their

(apparent) simplicity.

The resulting nonlinear integro-differential equations are of the Hammerstein type

[27] and generalise those proposed by Wilson and Cowan

[56].

Departing from most of the previous work in this area we relax the usual assump-

tion that the domain of definition where we study these networks is infinite, i.e.

equal to R or R
2 and we explicitely consider the biologically much more relevant

case of a bounded subset Ω of R
q, q = 1, 2, 3, obviously a better model of a piece

of cortex.

Using methods of functional analysis, we have studied the existence and uniqueness

of a stationary, i.e., time-independent, solution of these equations in the case of a

stationary input. These solutions are often referred to as persistent states, or bumps,

in the literature.

We have proved that, under very mild assumptions on the connectivity functions,

such solutions always exist (this is due in part to the fact that we do not use Heavi-

side functions).

We have provided sufficient conditions on the connectivity functions for the so-

lution to be absolutely stable, that is to say independent of the initial state of the
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network. These conditions can be expressed in terms of the spectra of some func-

tional operators, that we prove to be compact, that arise very naturally from the

equations describing the network activity.

We have also studied the sensitivity of the solution(s) to variations of such param-

eters as the connectivity functions, the sigmoids, the external inputs, and the shape

of the domain of definition of the neural continuum networks. This last analysis

is more involved than the others because of the infinite dimensional nature of the

shape parameter. An analysis of the bifurcations of the solutions when the parame-

ters vary over large ranges requires the use of techniques of bifurcation analysis for

infinite dimensional systems and is out of the scope of this paper.

We believe and we hope by now to have convinced the reader that the functional

analysis framework that we have used in this paper is the right one to try and an-

swer some of the mathematical questions that are raised by models of connected

networks of nonlinear neurons. We also believe that some of these also begin to

answer biological questions since these networks models, despite the admitedly

immense simplifications they are built from, are nonetheless metaphores of real

neural assemblies.

A Notations and background material

A.1 Matrix norms and spaces of functions

We note Mn×n the set of n × n real matrixes. We consider the Frobenius norm on

Mn×n

‖M‖F =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i,j=1

M2
ij,

and consider the space L2
n×n(Ω×Ω) of the functions from Ω×Ω to Mn×n whose

Frobenius norm is in L2(Ω × Ω). If W ∈ L2
n×n(Ω × Ω) we note ‖W‖2

F =
∫

Ω×Ω ‖W(r, r′)‖2
F dr dr′. Note that this implies that each element Wij, i, j = 1, · · · , n

in in L2(Ω × Ω). We note F the set L2
n(Ω) of square-integrable mappings from Ω

to R
n and ‖x‖F the corresponding norm. We have the following

Lemma A.1 Given x ∈ L2
n(Ω) and W ∈ L2

n×n(Ω × Ω), we define y(r) =
∫

Ω W(r, r′)x(r′) dr′. This integral is well defined for almost all r, y is in L2
n(Ω)

and we have

‖y‖F ≤ ‖W‖F ‖x‖F .

Proof. Since each Wij is in L2(Ω×Ω), Wij(r, .) is in L2(Ω) for almost all r, thanks

to Fubini’s theorem. So Wij(r, .)xj(.) is integrable for almost all r from what we
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deduce that y is well-defined for almost all r. Next we have

|yi(r)| ≤
∑

j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

Ω
Wij(r, r

′) xj(r
′) dr′

∣

∣

∣

∣

and (Cauchy-Schwarz):

|yi(r)| ≤
∑

j

(∫

Ω
W 2

ij(r, r
′) dr′

)1/2

‖xj‖2,

from where it follows that (Cauchy-Schwarz again, discrete version):

|yi(r)| ≤





∑

j

‖xj‖22





1/2 



∑

j

∫

Ω
W 2

ij(r, r
′) dr′





1/2

= ‖x‖F





∑

j

∫

Ω
W 2

ij(r, r
′) dr′





1/2

,

from what it follows that y is in L2
n(Ω) (thanks again to Fubini’s theorem) and

‖y‖2
F ≤ ‖x‖2

F

∑

i,j

∫

Ω×Ω
W 2

ij(r, r
′) dr′ dr = ‖x‖2

F ‖W‖2
F .

We also use the following

Lemma A.2 For each V of F , S(V) is in F and we have

‖S(V)‖F ≤ Sm

√

n|Ω|

For all V1 and V2 in F we have

‖S(V1) − S(V2)‖F ≤ DSm‖V1 − V2‖F ,

where DSm is defined in Definition 2.1.

Proof. We have ‖S(V)‖2
F =

∑n
i=1

∫

Ω(Si(Vi(r)))
2 dr ≤ S2

mn|Ω|, where |Ω| is the

Lebesgue measure of Ω (its area). Similarly, ‖S(V1)−S(V2)‖
2
F =

∑n
i=1

∫

Ω(Si(V
1
i (r))−

Si(V
2
i (r)))2 dr ≤ (DSm)2∑n

i=1

∫

Ω(V 1
i (r) − V 2

i (r))2 dr = (DSm)2‖V1 − V2‖
2
F

In theorem 6.2 we use the Sobolev spaces W1,2
n (Ω) and W

1,2
n×n(Ω × Ω). W1,2

n (Ω)
is the set of functions X : Ω → R

n such that each component Xi, i = 1, · · · , n is

in W 1,2(Ω), the set of functions of L2(Ω) whose first order derivatives exist in the

weak sense and are also in L2(Ω) (see [16]). Similarly W
1,2
n×n(Ω × Ω) is the set of

functions X : Ω → Mn×n such that each component Xij, i, j = 1, · · · , n is in is

in W 1,2(Ω).
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A.2 Choice of the quadrature method

We emphasize the importance of the choice of a specific quadrature formula using

the following example :
1
∫

−1
e−tdt = e − 1/e where we compare a 0th-order finite

elements methods with and Gauss’ method (the parameters of the Gauss quadrature

formula are computed with a precision of 10−16 using Newton’s method).

Method Value

Exact 2.350 402 387 287 603...

0th-order (N=1000) 2.351 945...

finite element

Gauss (N=5) 2.350 402 386 46...

The Gauss method is far more powerful and allows us to compute bumps in 3D for

an arbitrary number of populations.

A.3 Shape derivatives

As it has already been pointed out, the computation of the variation of the bump

with respect to the shape of the region Ω is difficult since the set U of regular

domains (regular open bounded sets) of R
q does not have the structure of a vector

space. Variations of a domain must then defined in some way. Let us consider a

reference domain Ω ∈ U and the set A of aplications T : Ω → R
q which are at

least as regular as homeomorphisms, i.e. one to one with T and T−1 one to one. In

detail

A =
{

T one to one, T, T−1 ∈ W 1,∞(Ω, Rq)
}

,

where the functional space W 1,∞(Ω, Rq) is the set of mappings such that they and

their first order derivatives are in L∞(Ω, R
q). In detail

W 1,∞(Ω, Rq) = {T : Ω → R
q such that T ∈ L∞(Ω, R

q) and ∂iT ∈ L∞(Ω, R
q), i = 1, · · · , q}

Given a shape function F : U → R
q, for T ∈ A, let us define F̂ (T ) = F (T (Ω)).

The key point is that since W 1,∞(Ω, Rq) is a Banach space we can define the notion

of a derivative with respect to the domain Ω as

Definition A.3 F is Gâteaux differentiable with respect to Ω if and only if F̂ is

Gâteaux differentiable with respect to T .

In order to compute Gâteaux derivatives with respect to T we introduce a fam-

ily of deformations (T (τ))τ≥0 such that T (τ) ∈ A for τ ≥ 0, T (0) = Id, and
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T (·) ∈ C1([0, A]; W 1,∞(Ω, Rq)), A > 0. From a practical point of view, there are

many ways to construct such a family, the most famous one being the Hadamard

deformation [25] which goes as follows.

For a point r ∈ Ω we note

r(τ) = T (τ, r) with T (0, r) = r

Ω(τ) = T (τ, Ω) with T (0, Ω) = Ω)

Let us now define the velocity vector field X corresponding to T (τ) as

X(r) =
∂T

∂τ
(0, r) ∀r ∈ Ω

From definition A.3 follows the

Definition A.4 The Gâteaux derivative of a shape function F (Ω) in the direction

of X, denoted 〈F ′(Ω), X〉, is equal to

〈F ′(Ω), X〉 = lim
τ→0

F (Ω(τ)) − F (Ω)

τ

We also introduce the

Definition A.5 The material derivative of a function f(r, Ω), noted fm(r, Ω, X)
is defined by

fm(r, Ω, X) = lim
τ→0

V(r(τ), Ω(τ)) − V(r, Ω)

τ
,

and

Definition A.6 The shape derivative of a function f(r, Ω), noted fs(r, Ω, X) is

defined by

fs(r, Ω, X) = lim
τ→0

f(r, Ω(τ)) − fr, Ω)

τ
,

The following theorem whose proof can be found, e.g., in [12], [48] relates the

Gâteaux derivative and the shape derivative

Theorem A.7 The Gâteaux derivative of the functional F (Ω) =
∫

Ω f(r, Ω) dr in

the direction of X is given by

〈F ′(Ω), X〉 =
∫

Ω
fs(r, Ω, X) dr −

∫

∂Ω
f(r, Ω) 〈X(r), N(r)〉 da(r),

where N is the unit inward normal to ∂Ω and da its area element.
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The following corollary is used in the proof of theorem 6.2.

Corollary A.8 The Gâteaux derivative of the functional F (Ω) =
∫

Ω f(r) dr in the

direction of X is given by

〈F ′(Ω), X〉 = −
∫

∂Ω
f(r) 〈X(r), N(r)〉 da(r),

where N is the unit inward normal to ∂Ω and da its area element.
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